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S E RV ICE

T R IM

S OLU T IONS

LOW MAINTENANCE. HIGH PROFILE.
Whether you are a homeowner or contractor, you are likely faced with
two options when selecting trim: elegant and detailed surrounds for
your windows and doors — or durable but affordable materials with little
appeal. We believe that’s a false choice.

CUT TING - EDGE CURB APPE AL (WITHOUT THE CUTS).
Trim Solutions products give homes an elevated look that is
built to last. Each window surround, corner, water table, frieze board,

Trim Solutions products set a house apart with impressive aesthetic detail

column and mantel is constructed from PVC, making it durable

without sacrificing value or durability. Furthermore, our PVC trim includes

and maintenance-free. By utilizing our built-in weather strip on our

a patented installation system with entirely hidden fasteners, making

surrounds, we accommodate for seasonal expansion and contraction at

installation quick and easy for all skill levels. But ease of installation

the joints, ensuring that your trim will look as fantastic in year five as it

does not mean you have to sacrifice quality. Our designers “think like

did on the day you installed it.

a raindrop,” ensuring that your entire trim package from corners, water

Trim Solutions benefits also include the following:

tables, frieze boards, door and window trim will all keep the elements at
bay, with no caulking or exposed nail or screw holes. We use only highquality, American-made products that are low maintenance, add longterm value to your property and elevate the overall look of your home.

• Patented technology for hidden fasteners
• No painting required
• Product arrives ready to install
• Product precisely machined to a superior fit and finish

You have many options when it comes to trim products, but Trim

• Superior selection of architectural details

Solutions offers three critical elements: quality, competitive cost

• Optional built-in “J” channel

and durability. Our customer-service team will help you achieve

• No on-site cutting

an elegant — and practical — look to set your home apart,

• No job site waste

for years to come.

• Made in America

WINDOW SURROUNDS
Trim Solutions provides high-quality PVC window surrounds with a multitude of design options.
Your choices range from the simplicity of flat casing, picture-framed surrounds to the flourish
of crown mantels with historic sills. Install in minutes, not hours, with our patented continuous
nailing flange. This hidden-fastener system conceals all fasteners behind your siding, leaving

WS -3

WS - 4

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
historical sill
and
backband
moulding

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
picture
frame with
backband
moulding

WS -5

WS - 6

the face of your trim clean and free of fasteners, caulk or filler, significantly limiting future
failure due to weather. Our window surrounds are easy to install and will transform the look of
your house from ordinary to elegant.

WS -1

WS -2

5/4 x 3-1/2"

5/4 x 3-1/2"

casing

casing

historical sill

picture frame

WS -9

WS -10

5/4 x 3-1/2"

5/4 x 3-1/2"

casing

casing

8" mantel

8" mantel

crown & cap

crown & cap

historical sill

historical sill
keystone

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
8″ mantel,
crown and
cap picture
frame

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
8″ mantel,
crown and
cap picture
frame with
keystone

WS -7

WS - 8

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
8″ mantel,
crown and
cap picture
frame with
dentil

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
8″ mantel,
crown and
cap picture
frame with
keystone
and dentil

W IN D OW

WS -11

WS -12

WS -13

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing 8"
mantel,
crown and
cap with
historical sill
and dentil

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
8" mantel,
crown and
cap with
historical sill,
keystone
and dentil

Brick mould
casing with
historical sill

WS -14

WS -15

WS -16

Brick mould
casing
picture
frame

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing with
historical sill,
no head

5/4 x 3-1/2"
casing
picture
frame,
no head

S UR ROUN DS

PAT EN T ED
HIDDEN-FAS T ENING SYS T EM
Face nailing means creating a hole that is unsightly and a moisture risk. You have to caulk or fill it, sand it and
paint it. With our patented hidden fastener system, you avoid the risk — and the follow-up work — created by
face nailing. By screwing or nailing along your trim’s installation flange, you will ultimately conceal all fasteners
with your siding, giving water no place to seep in, and leaving no holes to fill. That’s a Trim Solutions exclusive.
860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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WINDOW
MANTELS
Our PVC mantels strike a truly classic look and come in 6", 8" or 10" sizes.
All of our mantels come pre-assembled and feature a one-piece seamless crown,
angled cap for water run-off, pre-drilled installation holes and fasteners that make
installation nearly effortless. Trim Solutions mantels are the perfect complement to
your windows, entry doors and garage doors.

W IN D OW

WM-1
6" mantel

WM-2
6" mantel with
keystone
PAIN T OP T IONAL
Because our trim is built
exclusively with PVC
materials, you can either
paint or leave them their
original white. If you do
choose to paint, there’s
no prep work necessary —
no fastener holes to fill,
no caulk to apply.

WM-5
8" mantel

WM- 6
8" mantel
keystone

WM-9
10" mantel

WM-10
10" mantel
keystone

M A N T EL S

WM-3
6" mantel
with dentil

WM- 4
6" mantel
with
dentil and
keystone

WM-7
8" mantel
with dentil

WM- 8
8" mantel
with
dentil and
keystone

WM-11
10" mantel
with dentil

WM-12
10" mantel
with
dentil and
keystone
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HALF ROUND
& ELLIPTICAL
Because all of our products are specifically built for your home, Trim Solutions is an
excellent alternative to on-site bending challenges that are time consuming and often
wasteful. Once you’ve chosen that special window for your home, surrounding it with our
patented, state-of-the-art trim becomes a quick and economical way to give it a worthy
frame. Our half round and elliptical products also come with vinyl nailing flanges for ease
of installation and long-term durability.

H A L F

ROUN D

&

EL L IP T ICA L

T R IM

HALF ROUND
5/4 x 3-1/2" casing

WE AT HER
ST RIPPING
All Trim Solutions
surrounds that include
our inner-edge weather
stripping will mitigate
the effects of expansion
and contraction. For
surrounds used with
wood siding, the inneredge weather stripping
also works as a backer
when applying caulk.

ELLIPTICAL
5/4 x 3-1/2" casing

860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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DOOR
SURROUNDS
Your front door sets the tone for guests and establishes your home’s aesthetics. Trim
Solutions door surrounds provide design options that will give your house personality and
distinction. Select from a variety of pre-assembled door surrounds that can include mantels
with crown and cap and you can even add a keystone for more effect. Plain or fluted
pilasters can change your front entry to just plain elegant. With no face nailing and an
optional built-in “J” channel, our door surrounds are easy to install and maintenance free.

D O OR

DS -5

DS - 6

8" plain pilasters

8" plain pilasters

8" mantel

8" mantel

crown & cap

crown & cap

S UR ROUN DS

DS -1

DS -2

8" fluted
pilasters,
8" mantel
with crown
and cap

8" fluted
pilaster,
8" mantel
with crown
and cap and
keystone

DS -3

DS - 4

8" fluted
pilasters,
8" mantel
with crown
and cap
and dentil

8" fluted
pilasters,
8" mantel
with crown
and cap,
keystone
and dentil

DS -7

DS - 8

8" plain
pilasters
8" mantel
with crown
and cap and
dentil

8" plain
pilasters
8" mantel
with crown
and cap,
keystone
and dentil

keystone

DS -9

DS -10

5/4 x 3-1/2"

5/4 x 3-1/2"

casing

casing with
8" mantel,
crown & cap

NOW WAST E
Every Trim Solutions product is custom-made in our facility and delivered to you packaged and
ready to install. That means no cutting on the job site, and no material waste to dispose of.

860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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GARAGE DOOR TRIM
As guests pull into your driveway, your garage is often the first thing they see — and with our garage door trim, your home will make a great first impression.
Choose from several garage door trim styles: Our economy kit offers a 4-½" wide casing on three sides with attached extension jambs while our premium kit
features a detailed 8" wide pilaster set and a large mantel header with crown molding and cap. Our garage door kits will complement the beauty of your home,
with durability that will stand the test of time.

GA R AGE

D OOR

T R IM

GDT-1

GDT-2

5/4 x 4-1/2"

5/4 x 4-1/2"

casing

casing

3/4 x 6" applied

8" mantel,

extension jamb

crown and cap
3/4 x 6" applied
extension jamb

GDT-3

GDT- 4

5/4 x 4-1/2"

8" fluted

radius casing

pilasters

3/4 x 6" applied

8" mantel,

extension jamb

crown and cap
3/4 x 6" applied
extension jamb

Please visit our website for a complete
view of our garage door style options.

860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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CORNER POSTS
Our selection of corner posts offers an array of styles and architectural detail. Whether you choose a
standard 6" corner post or our 10" premium corner post (with cap and base), our design profiles will give
your home vertical accents of elegance for overall curb appeal.

COR N E R

P OS T S

ISC- 0

OSC- 0

OSC-3

1-3/4" x 1-3/4"

4" corner post

8" corner post

inside corner
post

base and cap

OSC-1
6" corner post

OSC- 4
10" corner post

OSC-2

base and cap

8" corner post

OSC-5

OSC-7

8" fluted

10" paneled

corner post

corner post

OSC- 6
FAS T DELIVERY

10" fluted

Trim Solutions puts quality and quick
turnaround in the same package. On
average, we deliver in two weeks or
less and only four weeks or less for
major projects.

corner post

860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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COLUMNS
Installation of our 3 & 1 columns is so quick and
effortless, a novice installer will look like a pro at
the end of the day (and a pro can go even faster).
Your columns will arrive with three sides welded
together from the factory, allowing you to simply
slip the three-sided column around the existing
column support and complete the job by easily
affixing the fourth side. As with all Trim Solutions
products, you have several styles to choose from
to achieve the architectural style that best suits
your home.

COLUM NS

Part
Column
Post
Number Surface
Size
			

Outside
Inside
Outside
Diameter Diameter Diameter
Column
Column
Base

Outside
Material
Diameter Thickness
Cap

COL-8

Plain

6" x 8'

5-1/2"

4"

7"

8"

3/4"

COL-8

Plain

6" x 10'

5-1/2"

4"

7"

8"

3/4"

COL-9

Plain

8" x 8'

7-1/4"

5-3/4"

8-3/4"

14"

3/4"

COL-9

Plain

8" x 10'

7-1/4"

5-3/4"

8-3/4"

14"

3/4"

COL-10

Fluted

8" x 8'

7-1/4"

5-3/4"

8-3/4"

14"

3/4"

COL-10

Fluted

8" x 10'

7-1/4"

5-3/4"

8-3/4"

14"

3/4"

COL-11

Plain

10" x 8'

9-1/4"

7-3/4"

10-3/4"

16"

3/4"

COL-11

Plain

10" x 10'

9-1/4"

7-3/4"

10-3/4"

16"

3/4"

COL-12

Fluted

10" x 8'

9-1/4"

7-3/4"

10-3/4"

16"

3/4"

COL-12

Fluted

10" x 10'

9-1/4"

7-3/4"

10-3/4"

16"

3/4"

COL-13

Paneled

10" x 8'

9-1/4"

6-1/4"

10-3/4"

16"

3/4"

COL-13

Paneled

10" x 10'

9-1/4"

6-1/4"

10-3/4"

16"

3/4"

COL-14

Paneled

12" x 8'

11-1/4"

8-1/4"

12-3/4"

18"

3/4"

COL-13

COL-14

Paneled

12" x 10'

11-1/4"

8-1/4"

12-3/4"

18"

3/4"

10" paneled

COL- 8

COL-10

6" column

8" fluted
column

COL-9
8" column

COL-12
10" fluted

COL-11

column

10" column

column
Refer to website for additional photos of fluted and paneled columns.

COL-14
12" paneled
column
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MOUN T ING

B LOCK S

TRIM BOARDS
Once you install our PVC trim, the job is done; no need to come back to fill nail holes or caulk joints — even painting is optional. Our patented hidden-fastening system means never having to nail through the face of your trim boards — or deal with the weatherization problems this can lead to. In fact, our
trim products are virtually maintenance free. Thanks to our continuous nailing flange and starter strip, installing sub rakes and frieze boards is both
quick and easy, whether you are a contractor or a weekend warrior.

SUB RAKE
with shingle mould 6", 8"

FRIEZE
BOARD
4", 6", 8", 10"

WATER TABLE
8", 10"
OP T IONAL
BUILT-IN
“J” CHANNEL
Our optional built-in
"J" channel will give
any vinyl-sided house the
appearance of wood for
a clean look your home
deserves.

TRANSITION
6", 8", 10"

MOUNTING BLOCKS
Trim Solutions mounting blocks are constructed of durable high-quality PVC and
provide a low-maintenance solution for mounting exterior light fixtures, house numbers,
mailboxes and more. These mounting blocks are sure to create an easy and attractive
transition from siding to fixure.

MB -1
5.5"x5.5"
Camera block

MB -2
7.25"x7.25"
Regular light block

MB -3
7.25"x11.25"
Jumbo light block

MB - 4
11.25"x11.25"
XL Light block

MB -5
22"x30"
Electrical panel block
860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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CLIPTRIM
ClipTrim, a high-quality PVC retrofit window surround by Trim Solutions provides a way
to update exterior windows without removing existing siding. Using a patented Hidden
Fastening System these surrounds simply clip into any existing vinyl siding and fasten to the
top of the window by a support bar. This can be done in eight easy steps after the windows
have been measured and delivered. Installation takes less than a day with ClipTrim as this
revolutionary product was designed to save time and money.

BEFORE

18

AFTER

CL IP T R IM

1. INSERT
			
SUPPORT BAR

2. HANG
SURROUND

3. MARK SIDES
OF SURROUND

4. SQUARE LINES
FOR J-HOOKS

5. SCREW J-HOOKS
ON THE LINE

6. CLIP SURROUND
INTO PLACE

7. REPLACE
SUPPORT BAR

8. SECURE
SURROUND

860.758.7900 | trimsolutions.net
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OUR COMMITMENT
Thank you for considering Trim Solutions to provide you with
high-quality, American-made PVC trim products at competitive prices.
Through our selection of materials and our patented hidden-fastening
system, Trim Solutions gives homeowners an elegant look that will
last for years to come.
Our staff is committed to providing our customers with the highest
level of professionalism and integrity. Trim Solutions is set apart
by the quality of our products, a simplified installation process and
our industry knowledge — all with a vision for creating elegant and
durable homes.
We take great pride in our repeat and referral business and believe
that excellent customer service is the key to our longevity. Our
sales team works hard to develop long-term partnerships with our
customers by providing education and support regarding our PVC trim
products, anchored in a deep understanding of the building industry.
From estimation through production and delivery, our team strives
to embody the following attributes in all aspects of our customer
service: knowledgeable, responsive, confident and dependable. To
that end, we are prepared to go above and beyond with every project,
maintaining a commitment to meeting your deadlines and delivering
a top-shelf product.

MADE IN AMERICA
All Trim Solutions products are proudly manufactured in
the USA. Through a strong partnership with PlyGem®
Industries, we are also able to source
all of our PVC materials in the United States.
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P.O. Box 739
East Windsor, CT 06088
860.758.7900
info@trimsolutions.net

